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Challenges for detection of Soon-to-Fail 
Drives

l High level of noise
l Extremely class imbalanced distributions
l Concept drift
l Large number and heterogeneity of hard drives in a dataset



Data processing

l Backblaze Dataset Format
l Feature selection
l Test/Train/Validation Dataset Creation
l Labeling



Backblaze Dataset Format

l 365 daily snapshots with following columns:
l Date: The date of the file in yyyy-mm-dd format
l Serial Number: The manufacturer-assigned serial number of the 

drive.
l Model: The manufacturer-assigned model number of the drive.
l Capacity: The drive capacity in bytes
l Failure: Contains a “0” if the drive is healthy. Contains a “1” if this is 

thelast day the drive was operational before failing.
l Attributes: 90 columns of S.M.A.R.T attributes and their normalized 

values, each associated with an identifier.



Feature Selection



Test/Train/Validation Dataset Creation 

l We generate the testing dataset by selecting 30 healthy and 30 
failed drives from each year at random. The remaining data is 
divided into training and validation dataset in proportion of 70% and 
30%, respectively.

l With the sequence length parameter it is possible to control how 
many previous days S.M.A.R.T measurements are added to the 
current to describe operational state of the drive. In this paper we 
adopted sequence length of 30 days as long enough to model 
process of disk failing.



Labeling process

l H: a drive record is labeled as healthy at a date D, if the drive is not 
marked as failed in our dataset in any day d s.t.,D < d≤D+ 29 or we 
have reached the end of the dataset (whichever is first).

l F: a drive record is labeled assoon-to-fail(or failed) at dateD, if the 
driveis marked as failed in the dataset in any dayds.t.,D < d≤D+ 29.



Prediction Models

l LSTM (Long Short Term Memory)
l Combination of CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) and LSTM
l ResNet (Residual Neural Network)
l Simple CNN model 



LSTM and CNN-LSTM



ResNet



Simple CNN



Training Process

l Dealing with large amounts of data
l Dealing with class imbalance



l Dealing with large amounts of data

l We examined two approaches where each batch is formed by:
l data collected for a single drive
l combination of data from failed and healthy drives



l Dealing with class imbalance
l In the case where a batch is formed from data collected for a single 

drive, we apply both undersampling and cost-sensitive learning 
methods

l On the other hand, in the case when batch is formed from both
healthy and failed drives data, we did not use undersampling. The
reason for this decision was to support learning of differences
between healthy and soon-to-fail operating characteristics in the
same batch with as many examples. In addition we tried advanced
method to fight with class imbalance in ML models with sequential
inputs are also considered. Recent research showed that if
cost/weights in training process is adjusted dynamically to class
imbalance ratio in each batch, instead to global class imbalance
ratio.



Experimental Results 

l Comparison of different ways to generate data in training batches
l Performance of advanced class imbalance technique for time series



l Comparison of different ways to 
generate data in training batches



Performance of advanced class imbalance 
technique for time series 



Conclusions about sequential modeling

l The proposed detection system is designed in such a way to
overcome challenges that arise from data characteristics, with the
main focus on Big data and class imbalance implication. It is
experimentally shown that LSTM neural network, trained in batch-
by-batch manner, where each batch are formed from both
information about healthy and failed drives, is capable to recognize
88% of drives that are in soon-to-fail conditions. However, this
comes at price of 43% of false alarms, thus further research is
needed to improve prediction precision.



Additional experiments with non-
sequential modeling 

SMART attributes value for 
current day
+
difference between current and 
previous day



Potential of AIOps from Digital Forensics 
Perspective



Thank you for your attention!


